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Abstract—The SecureV (also known as SecV) project offers an
innovative, open-source hardware, secure, and high-performance
processor core based on the RISC-V ISA. The originality of the
approach lies in the integration of a complete solution to increase
security based on dynamic code transformation, covering 4 of
the 5 NIST1 functions of cybersecurity via monitoring (identify,
detect), obfuscation (protect), and dynamic adaptation (react).

Index Terms—Cybersecurity, RISC-V, open-source hardware

I. INTRODUCTION

With the digitization of the society, security has become one
of the most important properties of connected devices. The
SecV project proposes an innovative and adaptable approach
to increase security of processors. The resulting processor will
be a key technology for building secure connected devices and
services.

This project is funded by the French ministry of research
and has started in 2022 for a 46-month duration (initial stage
project). The SecV consortium consists of five partners. Two
complementary divisions of the Thales group: Thales Research
& Technology (TRT) in charge of upstream R&D, and Thales
DIS (formerly INVIA) specialized in the development of
secure processors. Three university laboratories (IETR, IMS,
LS2N) provide expertise in dynamic system design, runtime
verification, and security. The project is led by the IETR lab.

II. OBJECTIVES AND SCIENTIFIC HYPOTHESES

For decades, processor designers have focused on improving
the performance (in the broadest sense) of systems. However,
in recent years, it has been shown that attacks directly on the
hardware allow stealing information by exploiting vulnerabil-
ities introduced as side effects of performance optimization
mechanisms [1], [2]. Thus, proven attacks have highlighted
flaws due to the use of cache memories in high performance
processors [3], [4], the presence of Hardware Performance
Counters (HPCs) [5], or the functions provided by power con-
sumption managers (DVFS) [6], [7]. More recently, Sepúlveda
et al. [8] showed a combined micro-architectural attack using
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bus infrastructure information to trigger a cache-based attack.
The latest emblematic attacks, Spectre [9] and Meltdown [10],
exploit for example the interplay between branch prediction
and caches of modern processors. All these attacks show
that security must become one of the main concerns in the
design of micro-architectures, just like power consumption or
performance.

For performance reasons, most of the processor manufac-
turers integrate into their architectures a hardwired instruction
decoder optimized for the most commonly used instructions.
However, erratic operating behaviors can potentially remain in
any processor. In x86-type processors, a so-called micro-code
translation unit translates the CISC instruction set exposed
to the user to an internal optimized instruction set (e.g.,
Intel Micro-Ops [11]). This translation unit, which can be
updated, generates pre-coded control words, generally called
micro-instructions. The update of this micro-code translator is
generally static and is traditionally used for adding features
and fixing post-manufacturing silicon bugs. It has been used,
for example, to thwart recent vulnerabilities such as Spectre
and Meltdown.

The concept of soft-core has grown in recent years, for
example on the model of ARM processors, to lead today to
the open-source hardware approach marked in particular by
the emergence of the commercial-grade RISC-V2 Instruction
Set Architecture (ISA). In this approach, the processor is
proposed in the form of a block described in a hardware
description language which can be modified according to
the requirements of the system. For example, the processor
instruction set could be adapted [12] or blocks dedicated to
security could integrated into the micro-architecture [13]. A
last approach is to add dedicated hardware, as co-processors, to
increase the security level of the SoC at the system level [14].
Currently available open-source hardware processor models
mainly integrate static instruction decoders, that cannot be
modified in normal operation condition (it can be modified by
re-synthesis of the whole core). In addition, recent work [15]
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has demonstrated the interest of dynamic management of
microcode translation as a counter-measure to attacks on
the cache memory for CISC processors. Conversely, using a
microcode decoder can also open the door to specific classes
of attacks [16], arguing for a careful design and protection of
this unit.

The main objective of the SecV project is to propose an
open-source hardware, secure, and high-performance proces-
sor core based on the RISC-V ISA. The originality of the ap-
proach lies in the integration of a dynamic code transformation
unit, adaptive memory management policies, and a dynamic
control unit based on runtime verification, opening the way to
numerous online adaptations aiming at supporting the concept
of cyber resilience [17]. This adaptation capacity will improve
the security without having to re-design the chip.

The main outcomes of the project are a prototype of a
complete RISC-V ISA based architecture running on top of
an FPGA, including the security-oriented blocks designed
in the project. An analysis of the security level reached by
the propositions is also expected. As we work at the micro-
architecture level, the SecV architecture will be at the center
of the security kernel of future products.

III. POSITION OF THE PROJECT AS IT RELATES TO THE
STATE OF THE ART

The security strategy implemented in SecV is strongly based
on the obfuscation of the micro-architecture behavior, and aims
primarily at countering side channel attacks (at least cache
and synchronization attacks). This obfuscation relies on the
dynamic adaptation capabilities introduced at the instruction
decoder and memory hierarchy levels, driven by the control
unit. Obfuscation will be triggered by the execution of sensi-
tive code blocks within an application, but also by the control
unit when it will detect the violation of a security property
of the micro-architecture, denoting for instance a potential
attack aimed at taking over the control flow of the programs
(e.g. code injection or return-oriented-programming attacks).
As the blocks designed in the project are re-programmable,
the architecture is intended to be adaptable to other types of
threats. For instance, we strongly believe that dynamic power
analysis attacks could be handled by the proposed obfuscation
approach. In this first step, we consider that physical attacks
are out of the scope of the project.

Open-source hardware has attracted a lot of works these
past years, due to its numerous advantages. For both industry
and academia, the RISC-V initiative brings technological
independence from manufacturers, thus offering some form of
sovereignty. As the description is provided using a hardware
description language, teamwork is enabled and supports the
design of dedicated or specialized approaches. Finally the large
communities gathered around the flagship projects of open-
source hardware have proposed complete frameworks with
open and standard APIs, easing the deployment of processors,
especially for security (like Securyzr from Secure-IC3). An
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illustration of the benefits of open-source hardware is provided
by the PSPC Secure-RISCV4 project where a dedicated TRNG
hardware block is integrated in an IoT oriented RISC-V core
from GreenWaves Technologies. The above projects mainly
rely on adding new functionalities (in hardware and/or soft-
ware) to an open-source hardware core. Moreover, they target
known attacks by adding efficient static counter-measures. In
contrast, the SecV project intervenes at the micro-architecture
level, and proposes to rely on dynamic adaptation to increase
security through obfuscation. The proposed approach is also
extensible, so that it can be configured to deal with current
and future threats.

The COFFI project5, intends to protect the processor against
physical attacks and specifically attacks on the control flow.
While the approach is not specifically dedicated to RISC-
V architecture, this project proposes an holistic approach
(from source code, up to the micro-instructions) to implement
powerful control flow and execution integrity (CFEI) counter-
measures. In the SecV project we do not target specifically
physical attacks in a first step, and we do not rely on the
knowledge of the source code of the application. However,
our architecture could help in implementing the CFEI strategy
efficiently.

Lots of projects focus on the design of “IoT-oriented”
processor cores (as the projects described above). In SecV
we would like to target a high-performance core and take into
account the impact of advanced performance oriented features
on security.

This is also the purpose of the ARCHI-SEC6 project started
in 2019. In this project the partners study complex paths to
attack modern processors including complex design features
(e.g., branch prediction, Out-of-Order execution, cache co-
herency protocols), and new technologies like non volatile
RAM. The main goal of ARCHI-SEC is to model and simulate
(using Gem5 simulator) a complex architecture to identify its
weaknesses. It is obvious that the SecV project could use the
outcomes of the ARCHI-SEC project as inputs for some of its
own tasks.

At the European level, we can cite the De-RISC7 FTI project
that aims at designing a European dependable processor based
on the RISC-V ISA for space and aeronautics. Even if de-
pendability includes some security issues, the main objective
of the project is to design a reliable processor core, having
thus different objectives from SecV.

The SECURE-V project aims to make specific key contri-
butions to improve the global security of the final architecture.
The proposed innovative solution is built around three main
contributions:

1) The dynamic code transformation unit is one of the
main ideas of this proposal. Based on the microcoded

4https://laboratoirehubertcurien.univ-st-etienne.fr/en/teams/secure-embed
ded-systems-hardware-architectures/projects-and-partners-2.html
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approach of CISC processors, this unit will support on-
the-fly modifications of the program instructions trans-
lation and decoding processes. These changes aim to
provide security building blocks by either altering the
processor pipeline datapath behavior or hiding the sensi-
tive paths with data obfuscation. These two mechanisms
are respectively possible using instructions operations
rescheduling or with injections of additional operations
into the pipeline. This unit will also allow the dynamic
instrumentation of a code without modifying the original
binary. This possibility will help to evaluate a code,
to monitor suspicious behavior for systems requiring
fine-grained monitoring (HUMS - Health and Usage
Monitoring System) or to detect malicious intrusions
(HIDS - Hybrid Intrusion Detection Systems). Even if
this may require a software level intervention (out of
the scope of the project), this unit will finally allow the
modification of the processor instruction set to support
security updates and bugs correction.

2) To support and take full advantage of the dynamic
code transformation unit, some elements of the micro-
architecture will need to be modified. Built in close
conjunction with the dynamic code transformation unit,
advanced configurable memory management policies
will add an additional level of obfuscation. We can cite
for example alternatives to conventional caches such
as scratchpads with dynamic management, dedicated
memories (or TCM for Tightly Coupled Memory), par-
tially reconfigurable caches in SRAM. This leads to new
programming paradigms or associated memory models,
making it possible to free oneself from the hardware
constraint of managing globally shared and coherent
memory space (the underlying programming model is
out of the scope of the project). New dynamic security-
oriented cache management will also be investigated in
order to avoid interference at this level, or to supervise
on demand information when identifying suspicious be-
haviors. Finally, as for the operations in the pipeline, we
will also be able to insert (periodically or on a more con-
trolled manner) instructions to different memory areas
aiming at different memories accesses activity in order
to disrupt side-channel attacks. The other performance
elements used for optimization purposes will also be
considered to increase the security of the whole core.

3) In order to complete the approach and to control, in
particular, the dynamic changes in the behavior of
the micro-architecture, a dynamic control block will
be developed. By observing the state of the micro-
architecture, this unit will be able to determine when
specific security properties are violated, denoting an
abnormal behavior that may result from an attack, or
a sensitive context that needs to be secured. In reaction
to the detected situation, it will trigger an adaptation
via the dynamic code transformation unit and/or the
micro-architecture. The use of runtime verification, a
lightweight formal method, to synthesize monitors of

security properties, will help to justify the confidence
placed in this unit.

IV. THE CVA6 CORE

As previously mentioned, the SecV project will focus on
the design of a commercial grade high-performance processor.
The project will be built on top of the CVA6 core8 (formerly
known as Ariane), which is supported by the OpenHW Group9

as an implementation of the RISC-V ISA. Thales is leading
the CVA6 project at the OpenHW Group and is an important
contributor to CVA6 core family, having provided a 32-bit
version and a test bench environment for the 64-bit and 32-bit
versions.

The architecture of the CVA6 core is presented in Fig-
ure 1 [18]. It is a 6-stage, single issue, in-order CPU which
implements the 64-bit RISC-V instruction set. It supports a
Unix-like operating system.

The front end is composed of a classical control stage
using an instruction cache. The CVA6 supports speculative
execution and includes a complete branch prediction unit. The
decode stage supports the RISC-V compressed instructions,
and manages the instructions alignment. The CPU issues
the instructions in-order, but the execute stage can handle
them out-of-order. The execute stage supports the classical
arithmetic and logic operations, a dedicated multiplier/divider
(supporting the RISC-V M extension), a load/store unit and
a branch dedicated unit, linked with the branch prediction of
the front-end stage. All the operations are carried-out through
a data cache. The last commit stage re-orders the instructions,
and updates the architecture registers while managing the
interruptions.

The core is configurable and can be adapted in-size and in
operation to support various requirements.

V. METHODOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION

a) Project Organization: The SecV project is composed
of 4 scientific Work Packages (WP), and one dedicated to the
general management of the project. One key result of this last
WP will be the establishment of a close collaboration between
all partners and a good dissemination of the project results.
The scientific WPs coverage of the SecV project is detailed
in Figure 1 on top of the CVA6 core which is the intended
RISC-V compliant architecture.

A. WP 1 – Dynamic code transformation unit:

This work package aims at designing the unit capable of
performing transformation steps on a code by dynamically
translating and decoding standard or custom RISC-V instruc-
tions at run-time. The proposed architecture will rely on a
set of context-sensitive decoders to handle high-performance
or critical instructions, and macro-instructions. This unit will
implement various security primitives to tackle most common
security flaws. Its dynamic nature will be used for enabling

8https://github.com/openhwgroup/cva6
9https://openhwgroup.org consortium of organizations of which Thales is

an active member.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the CVA6 processor core and focus of the different SecV WP’s. The WP 4 concerns the hardware implementation of the other WPs’
propositions in the CVA6 core project. Original picture taken from [18].

context-sensitive application monitoring at hardware level.
All various micro-architectural design decisions taken will be
evaluated from security requirements perspective. To build a
complete and secure architecture and promote this work, this
fundamental building block will be implemented and fully in-
tegrated in the CVA6 processor pipeline on a reprogrammable
hardware target as part of the WP 4.

Mainly involving the IMS lab, this WP builds on the skills
of Thales DIS in terms of the design of secured processors
and the IETR on the design of dynamic architectures. The
dynamic code instrumentation part will be supported by TRT.

B. WP 2 – µ-architectural modifications

The objective of this WP is to propose micro-architectural
modifications that will benefit from the code transformation
unit developed in WP 1. The context-sensitive approach of
the code translation will trigger specific hardware behaviors
enhancing the security aspects of the micro-architecture while
it is executing specific security-related functions; or to facil-
itate the integration of alternative domain specific hardware
components such as scratchpads or tightly coupled memories.
Also supported by the dynamic code transformation block,
this WP will explore alternative cache memories as well
as adaptable security-oriented cache management strategies
according to the current execution context and suitable security
level.

This WP mainly involves TRT and IETR on the memory
hierarchy and cache management part.

C. WP 3 – Dynamic control of the architecture adaptation

The objective of this WP is to provide the target micro-
architecture with a programmable unit in charge of both

runtime verification, to identify suspicious behavior of a appli-
cations, and implement the dynamic control of the complete
architecture ensuring that the dynamic changes on the dynamic
code translation unit do not jeopardize the normal functioning
of the architecture.

The runtime verification part aims to detect the violation
of security properties expressed on the behavior of the tasks
and/or the states of the micro-architecture. The dynamic
control part will trigger security management policies of
the dynamic code transformation unit and/or of the micro-
architecture either when an attack is suspected or at the request
of the program.

Built on the skills of LS2N and IETR, this WP will require
strong collaboration with all of the project partners, since it
affects the overall control of the system.

D. WP 4 – Prototype and evaluation

The objective of this work package is to implement a
running prototype of the contributions developed in the other
work packages and to evaluate the level of security achieved
thanks to the SecV propositions.

To achieve this objective, tasks will include:
• the global integration of the different hardware blocks in

the commercial-grade CVA6 core,
• and an assessment of the proposed approaches to evaluate

the achieved security level.
All the developments will follow the open-source hardware
philosophy and are intended to be included in the OpenHW
Group CVA6 project.

Led by Thales DIS and taking advantage of its expertise on
the CVA6 processor core, this WP will bring together all the
validation elements of the various contributions in the CVA6
project.



VI. EXPECTED SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL BENEFITS
OF THE PROJECT

The project is built on top of the CVA6 core as an imple-
mentation of the RISC-V ISA, and will study the improvement
of the security of this processor core for industrial use. All
the contributions will be validated either by simulation or in
a physical prototype (FPGA). The different proposals will be
evaluated through models and cycle-accurate simulation, and
according to safety and security indicators and metrics that will
be defined in the project. Whenever possible the solutions will
be implemented and validated against reference attacks (such
as [19]), on a real FPGA target, in order to validate their
effectiveness and to evaluate their real cost.

Improving security of embedded systems is currently main-
stream, but providing a cross-domain one-fits-all solution is
extremely challenging. The SecV project proposes a dynamic
approach reusable across several domains by changing the
translation strategy and therefore able to propose a common
cross-domain customizable hardware, adapting to each domain
specific security constraints.

To improve the security of processors, the strategy of the
SecV project is to adapt the behavior of the micro-architecture
when a sensitive context is detected, by exploiting a dynamic
code transformation unit and dynamic memory management
policies. This approach is particularly innovative. The results
of the project will allow us to better understand how in-
line adaptation of the micro-architecture can improve security,
but also the cost in terms of performance of integrating
such capabilities into systems. The targeted security improve-
ment is aimed at documented software attacks at the micro-
architecture level, but the ability to re-program the adaptation
blocks is also intended to allow future attacks to be addressed
without the need for deeper architecture changes. The long-
term goal is therefore to design an architecture with security
sustainable over time.

The SecV project partners will adopt an open-source strat-
egy to distribute the project results. As previously explained
in the project description, some additional blocks to improve
security of the open-source CVA6 RISC-V core will be devel-
oped by all partners. If compliant with the OpenHW Group
requirements, the prototype will be made available on their
open-source repository10, offering the possibility for internal
and external entities to reuse this platform or its components.

The adoption of a strategy of dissemination of the main
project results under open licenses and the willingness to
work on their integration into an existing ecosystem will
promote their reuse within research and development activities
conducted by third parties (either academic or industrial).
In order to facilitate the development of these activities, a
careful and detailed documentation will be provided along
with the progress of the project. The documentation will
include tutorials, examples, and application use cases.

10https://github.com/openhwgroup/cva6
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